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Installing the single e-tank yoke assembly on your new Millennium:
Using the enclosed 5/16th inch allen wrench remove the two bolts that attach the end cap to
the main block of the e-tank manifold. Position the main block and the end cap in place on the
pole, using the distances recommended below. Make sure that the pressure gauge on the main
block has the face/dial facing up. Install the two bolts and tighten so that the two pieces of the
bracket close tightly on the pole. (Tighten the bolts as far as they will go.) Install the e-tank onto
the yoke of the manifold making sure that there is enough clearance to freely place the tank
into and out of the yoke.

Pro Tip: If you are installing this on a new machine, it may be easier to set up the pole and
base first. Before mounting the Millennium on top of the pole, add any pole mounted
accessories by loosely assembling the accessory and sliding it over the top of the pole in the
order you would eventually like them to be mounted. You can initially mount them lower than
in needed, mount the Millennium on top of the pole, then space out/adjust the accessories to
their final location before tightening.
The oxygen hose (approximately 18”) will connect from the regulator on the assembly to the
oxygen supply fitting.

(Standard tank height: 28.5”)
Mounting of e-tank assembly for standard e-tank, measurements to be taken along pole from
top of base up towards machine:
For tank to be situated ABOVE base legs:
Height from top of base to top of bracket: 27”
For tank to be between base legs:
Height from top of base to top of bracket: 24”
Please contact us at 800-760-6976 if further assistance is needed.

